	
  

	
  

Visual Blogs
Comments
http://www.s-weeds.net/
Posted by: nobody at July 4, 2004 12:5-- PM

As a textual person, I'm uncomfortable with Badger's formulation of the Internet is something
that "we tend to glance at". Glancing (or skimming, or, as Jakob Nielsen would call it, scanning)
is one of many strategies that we use when we access information on the Internet. If we do
glance, at least some of the time we do because we are looking for something to read (or
consult, or archive, etc.). I think she conflates the Internet with the World Wide Web, since
usenet and e-mail existed on the Internet as primarily textual media long before the arrival of
the WWW (and blogs).
Being made uncomfortable is often a good thing, so I'm not complaining about it. I enjoyed the
intellectual exercise of being asked to think of blogs as something to "view" rather than
something to "read" -- although I noticed that Badger still refers to us as "readers" of blogs.
In my BlogTalk article, a section called "Metaphor, Language, and Genetics" touches on
multimedia blogging in the context of a visual "fisking" of a politically charged news article. I
appreciated reading what a visual rhetorician was able to bring to an examination of blogs. I do
find it odd that the article uses the term "photoblog" only in the title of a cited work. Instead,
Badger introduces "vlog" late in the article.
I'm not sure what to make of Badger's claim that the Internet destabilizes images, since she
makes that claim just before introducing a series of photos, in which each one reveals a bit more
about a narrative that unfolds. Is it the images that are destabilized, or the reality the image is
purported to depict? Isn't narrative about telling, while images are about showing? Perhaps I'm
just too unfamiliar with the rhetoric of visual discourse to know whether these hairs really need
to be split.
Blogging from a mobile phone equipped with a camera opens up a new dimension entirely.
Weblogs that present images with little or no commentary are certainly worthy of examination
for the insights they reveal about digital culture. But the culture of blogs includes quoting,
refuting, aggregating, and networking. Until we have widespread tools that can automatically
sort and file information found in digital images, it seems to me that text is still a better tool for
finding patterns and trends in digital media.
And while it's wonderful to contemplate what people CAN do if they had access to vlogs; blogs
that show thoughtful and aesthetically pleasing images offer one perspective. But since textual
blogs range from juvenile angst-fests to turgid academic prose, it's also fair to examine the
range of what people do with vblogs. That includes a range of emergent vulgarity, offensiveness,
hilarity, and crudity such as found in the regular "Photoshop contests" on Fark (example:
Photoshop Tim Burton's version of Willy Wonka. The virtuoso digital processing often found on
this site offers visual equivalents of the fisking, quoting, mis-quoting, and aggregating at work in
the textual blogosphere. Fark even has a whole set of visual in-jokes, some of them generated

by combining a recent image from the news with a pop culture reference. Others are purely injokes (I'm thinking of "cliché kitty" and "Domo-kuns). The "All Your Base Are Belong to Us"
meme of a few years ago is a good reference point, as is the image of the World Trade Center
tourist (to which was added an image of an approaching airplane -- a darkly comic attempt at
dealing with the trauma of --/11).
A minor note: a typo in the URL of the photo of "Kaycee" -- the URL should
behttp://www.logboy.com/jr/kaycee/BKhoop.jpg.
Posted by: Dennis G. Jerz at July 5, 2004 02:55 AM

Nice article and good overview of visual blogs.
I have recently added photos and my own original computer art to my blogs.
I have used photos of Jacques Derrida (a cool Stanford University lecture poster), Martha
Stewart, Charles Finney, and others on my vaspers the grate site.
Of more interest probably is my use of original computer art.
I am the only blogger I know of that is doing this. I write an article on blogging, web usability,
marketing, advertising, etc., then create a work of abstract deconstructionist computer art to
enhance the topic, often putting a principle or the title of the article in the artwork. Like posters.
Feel free to visit and leave a comment at either:
http://www.vaspersthegrate.blogspot.com
http://www.streightsite.blogspot.com
Hope you continue with the topic of Visual Blogs.
Posted by: steven streight aka vaspers the grate at October 3, 2004 05:52 AM

I fixed the typo in the URL. Thanks for bringing it to my attention, Dennis!
Posted by: Clancy at October 5, 2004 0--:22 PM

With stupidity the gods themselves contend in vain. Friedrich von Schiller (175-- - 1805)
Posted by: Buy Soma at October 14, 2004 07:30 AM

Wonderful article...
I took you quote in the second paragraph seriously and created an Animee art BLOG to wear!
"homepage[s] that we wear"
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Please go look!
http://www.cafepress.com/blogosphere
I am more of a vblogger, and you are right for a section of the artist commuity creating personal
art, art journals and crafts, this is an addiction, an audience!
Here is my art blog
http://www.wildspiritarts.blogspot.com
Thanks, LI
Posted by: li at March 13, 2005 11:51 PM
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As with any scholarly publication, healthy, robust discussions are encouraged. However, we ask
that you refrain from ad hominem attacks and profanity. The editors reserve the right to edit or
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